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Communications
DEAR EDITOR:

Ron H. Feldman's essay on the
Sabbath vs. the new moon (Winter/
Spring 2005) was fascinating in the
extreme. There is one point, however,
with which I must take issue. That point
is the "unnatural problem" connected to
Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel's thesis.
There is nothing unnatural about
Heschel's view of the Sabbath in his
emphasis on the Jewish calendar as a
landscape in time. If indeed there is anything arbitrary about time, it certainly
does not occur except in the human
invention of minutes, seconds and hours.
Only in days, months and years do we
see in nature, in fact, a perfect rhythm
visible in the cosmos and built into
nature as we experience it.
To prove my point, please consider the
following as natural (i.e., built into
nature):
1. Day: the period of the earth's revolution on its own axis.
2. Month: the period of a complete
revolution of the moon; or the twelfth
part of the solar year.
3. Year: the time of one apparent revolution of the sun around the ecliptic;
or the period occupied by the earth in
making its revolution around the sun.
The cohesive that connects the three
units of natural time is the number seven.
The seventh day is the Shabbat. The seventh month is the most sacred month in
the Jewish calendar (Tishrei), with the
Sabbath of Sabbaths occurring at its

heart and known as Yom Kippur. The
seventh year is the year of Sh'mitah when
the earth "rests," debts are remitted and
slaves manumitted.
RABBI ISRAEL C. STEIN

Bridgeport, Conn.
RON H . FELDMAN REPLIES:

Rabbi Stein's thoughtful and concise
comments precisely illustrate the kind of
conflation I am trying to distinguish.
He first asserts that "[t]here is nothing
unnatural about Heschel's view of the
Sabbath...." While I agree that minutes,
seconds and hours are artificial subdivisions of natural time units, the Sabbath is
not a marking or measure of any natural
time unit. The Sabbath is defined by the
measure of seven days-as far as nature is
concerned, the Sabbath could be defined
as six, eight or any other number of days.
Actually, Heschel points out that while
the dates of the annual festivals are
"determined by the life in nature..., [i]n
contrast, the Sabbath is entirely independent of the month and unrelated to
the moon." As I read it, Heschel is
applauding the Sabbath's unnaturalness,
in contrast to the months.
I agree with the enumeration of the
three natural cycles of time; this is the
raw material with which calendar makers
must work. The fact that the Sabbath is
not among them is key, for the Sabbath is
unnatural and is manifested in the world
only when we "remember" to "preserve"
it. His enumeration of the links between
these different natural cycles via the patterns of seven actually makes my point:
The Sabbatarian pattern is uniquely
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Jewish, is integral to thejewish cultural
construction of time—but it is not natural.
Left to itself, earthbound nature experiences days, lunar months and solar
years-but not the Sabbath, the seventh
month, or the seventh year. The combination of the Sabbath with the annual holidays linked to "life in nature" is what

defines the complexity and richness of
Jewish time—but these patterns of seven
are unnatural. Rather, they are a specifically Jewish overlay upon the natural
temporal cycles that all creatures get to
live with on planet Earth.
RON H . FELDMAN

Santa Cruz, Calif.
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Errata
In the Summer/Fall 2005 issue, we neglected
to identify Howard Stecker, author of
"Responding to the Temperament of Twenty-^
First CenturyJews." He is senior rabbi of
Temple Israel of Great Neck, N.Y.

